HUSKY SPECIAL NOTICES
Husky’s Customer Service # 888-354-3464
customersupport@huskyterminal.net
 Please note Husky will be CLOSED on Thursday 11/25
And OPEN on Friday 11/26
REMINDER: As of November 1st, 2021, all local import units that have exceeded 15 calendar days on the
terminal will have a $315 Long Stay Rehandling Charge applied. Payment will be due prior to release and
payable through our online portal or CargoSprint.
LONG STAY REHANDLE VESSEL LIST
UPDATE: 11/10/2021
The below list contains all vessels with containers sitting beyond the 15 days outlined in the Long Stay
Rehandle Tariff. Updates will be provided weekly as additional vessels are added.

Vessel
Bellavia 040
Navios Unison 008
Seaspan Ganges 024
MSC Bremen 133
Spyros V 005
YM Triumph 007
Seaspan Amazon 023
MSC Nerissa 128
MSC Ans 132
Alexander Bay 014
MSC Ela 132
YM Truth 006
Athos 020
MP The Belichick 129
Seaspan Zambezi 024

$315 Fee
Applied:
TBA
TBA
TBA
24-Nov
19-Nov
16-Nov
5-Nov
2-Nov
1-Nov
1-Nov
1-Nov
1-Nov
1-Nov
1-Nov
1-Nov

Husky Terminal is offering Saturday Gates on 12/4 , 12/11 and 12/18 from 0700-1600





Empty/export transactions will need to follow website instructions
Empties in MUST be part of a DUAL TRANSACTION
If you are DROPPING an Empty you must pick up an Import Load
No Empty IN single transactions will be accepted.
Coming in with chassis or bobtail to pick up an empty or a load is OK
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TERMINAL NOTICE: Over the past several months local import dwell on the terminal has grown
exponentially despite our numbers remaining similar to our 2020 volumes. Husky Terminal has taken
numerous actions to mitigate the surge in dwell to reduce rehandling and keep the terminal fluid. Two (2)
additional RTG’s are now in operation, expanding our daily local delivery capability. Saturday gates have
continued to be offered each and every week since August. Despite our best efforts, the overall number of
high dwelling units continues to increase along with overall duration of stay. Regrettably the deterioration
in import velocity has directly impacted yard fluidity, forcing the terminal to perform multiple rehandles of
the same units over an extended period. Therefore, the following action is being implemented in an effort
to encourage improved velocity.
Effective November 1st, 2021 all local import units that have exceeded 15 calendar days on the terminal will
incur a $315 Long Stay Rehandling Charge. Payment will be due prior to release and payable through our
online portal or CargoSprint.
Husky Terminal strongly urges our customers to target picking up high dwelling units from Husky during the
rest of October to avoid the additional fee. As a reminder, Saturday gates will continue to be offered and
are a great option for the community.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

*NEW TRUCK GATE OOG CHARGE **
EFFECTIVE JULY 1st
Please be advised, Husky Terminal will be making the following change with respect to the handling of OOG
cargo through our truck gate. Effective July 1st, 2021, all OOG loads (both import and export) will be assessed
a gate handling fee according to the below table. Charges will be payable by the consignee/shipper/trucker
and must be paid prior to delivery of the export or prior to picking up of the import. Payments will be
accepted through our online portal or through CargoSprint. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to reach out to us directly. We want to ensure there are no delays in the delivery or receiving of your OOG
shipments after the July 1st start date.
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Effective Monday, August 23rd, Husky Terminal will no longer accept Single Transaction Empty
Returns (Dual Transaction is Required when returning an Empty). Husky Terminal is implementing
this policy to prevent a recent influx of single empty returns related to area closures.
Export Return, Empty Pick-Up and Import Pick-Up will still be allowed as Single Transactions. No
exceptions will be made for Single Transaction Empty Returns.
Trucking Community:
When selecting a chassis, please be aware of any possible damage or repairs needed.
Husky Terminal has mechanics located at JJ2 available to assist with any necessary repairs to
make the chassis road worthy.

 Beginning Monday, 11/16 Husky Terminal Lot F Gate will go LIVE.
 ALL truck transactions will be done in Lot F.
 Drivers will line up as they have been, to the STOP BAR and then proceed in a SELF-POLICED,
FIRST COME BASIS as the area clears.
 Proceed across one of the three floating scales and into whatever line is shortest. There are
NO designated lanes.
 If a TROUBLE TICKET is issued, proceed to the trouble parking area in Lot F in front of pedestals
(please see map – signage will be in place). Trouble phones are located in Lot F at the end of
the trouble parking area.
 There will be NO CLERK releasing the trucks. Once your transaction is completed and you have
a ticket - proceed left onto Maxwell Way, right onto Thorne Road, right on 11th Street and into
ANY open inbound lane to TWIC Check.
 Once TWIC Check is completed, driver will continue into the terminal, nothing inside the yard
has changed. Driver MUST obey all traffic signs!
 Hazardous Loads go through Lot F. Ticket issued will say to proceed to canopy. (Canopy is by
the Terminal trouble window)
 Oversize loads, as previously handled, will bypass Lot F, go to the auto gate by security.
 If your driver will be early/late for an appointment, please contact us at
customersupport@huskyterminal.net We will review and advise. “HOLDING FOR
APPOINTMENT” in Lot F is NOT permitted.
 Please find updated Lot F Gate Map on our website under Terminal Information, Yard Map.
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Please note that during the COVID-19 pandemic we will STOP taking DG Declarations (Dangerous Goods)
directly from the drivers to minimize person to person contact. This means DG Declarations will NEED to be
sent to us prior to the driver’s arrival at the terminal. In the past, we have received them from the drivers as a
back up to ensure we have them on hand in case of any on dock inspections. Drivers will be rejected beginning,
Tuesday 3/31/2020, if we do not have DG Declarations on file prior to their arrival. Emails from the
dispatchers will be accepted during this transition time at HuskyGate@Huskyterminal.net &
Customersupport@huskyterminal.net

***Effective Tuesday 9/14***
Many drivers have been unlocking their containers inside the terminal. This is NOT
PERMITTED. Containers must be unlocked at the TWIC Checkpoint only.
Effective Tuesday 9/14, any driver seen unlocking or locking containers inside the terminal
will be sent back to F-Lot to restart their transaction!!!
Any further violations will result in a 2-week suspension.

Sincerely,
Husky Terminal & Stevedoring, LLC
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